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Substrate  Current  at Chyogenic Temperatures : 
Measurements  and a Two-Dimensional 

Model for CMOS Technology 

Abstruct-This  work characterizes  the  temperature,  channel lenglh, 
and voltage dependences of substrate current, and  presents  a  local 
model  describing this behavior  using  Shockley's  lucky  electron (LE) 
model as a basis. For n-channel  (p-channel) devices, the  model is ex- 
tended  using  a  Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution of hot-electron 
(hole) energies above  (below) the conduction (valence) band  minimum 
(maximum).  The  model has been  implemented  in CADDET, a 2-D de- 
vice simulator, and is able to explain all of  the  important features of 
substrate  current  which  have  been reported to date. The model is dis- 
cussed  in  the  context of works  which look at  both the local  and  physical 
nature of the  impact  ionization  phenomenon.  Based on this discussion, 
the model's parameters  are  shown to have  a  solid  physical basis, re- 
quiring  no reliance on  curve fitting. The  agreement  between  data and 
simulations  thus  enhances  physical  understanding of substrate  current 
in MOSFET's, and  warrants  confident  design  of CMOS technologies 
for cryogenic operation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

S ILICON  is  the material of choice  for the fabrication 
of high circuit density, low defect  density,  and high- 

speed integrated devices. CMOS technology provides the 
additional advantage of low power dissipation. Device 
performance enhancement  can be obtained through liquid- 
nitrogen-temperature operation [ 11, 121. CMOS  device 
enhancements have been shown in  particular [3]-[6], and 
specific system enhancement factors  have also recently 
been reported 171. 

However,  low-temperature operation may exacerbate 
the generation of substrate  current by impact ionization. 
This  in turn correlates to  possible  increased  device deg- 
radation [8], [9], under  either dc  or dynamic  stress. Re- 
liable  device  design thus requires minimization of sub- 
strate current IBr making an  accurate 2-D model of ZB 
extremely attractive. In particular, IB is far easier to mon- 
itor than  gate current (IG),  or the amount and location of 
trapped oxide charge-yet it provides a measure of device 
degradation caused by Ig, due  in part to the  correlation 
between fB and ZG [ 103. Once is well-predicted, one can 
move toward the more complicated tasks of measuring and 
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modeling I ,  and  insulator trapping and trap  generation, 
toward a  full 2-D dc  device  simulator. 

In initiating  this  task,  then,  we characterized ZB for  a 
CMOS technology. Modeling efforts began with Shock- 
ley's LE model [ 111. However,  one of our goals was to 
characterize the  technology, to determine if reliability 
problems related to ZB would occur at liquid-nitrogen tem- 
perature. That is, we wished to determine if cryogenic 1, 
considerations would constrain power supply voltages to 
too low a  level. During these  temperature measurements, 
it became clear  the existing physical models were inade- 
quate.  We then used temperature  as  a tool to differentiate 
between appropriate physical models. Finally, we used 
the model to address the  issue of power supply voltage 
for  a  submicrometer liquid-nitrogen-temperature CMOS 
technology based on these 1, considerations. 

11. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
CMOS transistors  were fabricated in  the Stanford IC 

Lab !sing a conventional n-well process [12]  with fox = 
385 A and 0.85 pm < Le < 25  pm. n +  poly and boron 
channel implants were used for both device  types;  the e€- 
fect of the compensating implant in the p-channel can be 
important [ 131 at cryogenic temperatures. Measured 
threshold voltages were VTN = 0.35 V and VTp = - 1.2 
V for T = 293 K. Low V, transconductance and VT were 
monitored before and after I-V measurements at each 
temperature  to  ensure that the measurements did not de- 
grade the device.  Substrate current was measured for 0 < 
V ,  < 5 V, 1.5 < V, < 5 V and 77 < T < 300 K. The 
n-channel devices use a standard As source-drain, with 
no LDD  structure:  as  shown  in previous work [14], cer- 
tain n-channel LDD  structures can lead to serious prob- 
lems for liquid-nitrogen-temperature operation, as trapped 
charge  above  the  LDD  region, combined with freezeout 
effects, turns off the  device  channel.  The p-channel de- 
vices used conventional boron source-drain regions, with 
xj = 0.35 ,urn. 

111. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
The impact ionization  process leading to  the measure- 

ment  of substrate  current is shown in  Fig. 1 for an n-chan- 
ne1 device.  Channel  electrons  enter  the high-field region 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of impact ionization current,  leading to measurement of 

substrate  current, in an n-channel MOSFET. 
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Fig.  2.  Substrate current versus  gate  voltage  for an n-channel MOSFET, 

at various drain voltages. L, = 0.85 pm; T = 77 K. “High” and “Low” 
refer to V,  regions with different temperature coefficients for IBMAX ver- 
sus T (see text  for  discussion). 

of the  device,  acquiring enough energy to  break  a Si-Si 
bond (nominally Eg, the  silicon  bandgap).  A number of 
these  carriers will in fact  break  a  bond, generating free 
hole-electron pairs.  The holes are  swept  into  the body of 
the  device, where they are  measured as substrate  current. 
A mirrored situation holds for  p-channel  devices. 

Fig. 2 shows ZB data for  an n-channel FET with L, = 
0.85 pm at 77 K. Region I (V,  < V,) indicates  the  ex- 
pected exponential  behavior of ZB with increasing VG. In 
this subthreshold  region, Z, is an exponential  function of 
V,, and Is is linearly related to I ,  (see discussions of the 
model below). Region I1 (V, > VG - V,) is the peak 
substrate current  regime,  where  the field in the pinchoff 
region (and,  thus,  the  number of channel  carriers with en- 
ergy exceeding Eg) has reached a  maximum  for  a partic- 
ular value of V,. Region I11 (V, < V,  - V,) shows the 
expected decrease  in Z, as  the  device goes out of satura- 
tion and the field in  the pinchoff region diminishes. A good 
model should predict le accurately in  all  three  regions. 

Any model must also  explain the effect first noted by 
Eitan et al. [l5], which is demonstrated  in  Fig. 3 for  our 
n-channel devices. At large  drain  voltages, we see  that 
the peak ZB (normalized to Z, as  in [lo] to remove the 
temperature  dependence of the  channel  current  itself)  for 
a  device with L, = 1.15  pm, increases with decreasing 
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Fig.  3. Peak substrate current versus temperature for an n-channel 
MOSFET. Le = 1.15 pm. o = LE model alone  (after [261); = MB 
plus LE model. 
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Fig. 4. Crossover voltage versus channel length for n-channel devices. (*, 
X): to, = 385 A .  0, to, = 250 A .  

temperature.  However,  at  lower  drain  biases,  the opposite 
is true.  This is precisely the effect one would want in  a 
CMOS technology designed  for  cryogenic operation to 
avoid hot-carrier degradation effects. (Operation of a 
cryogenic CMOS technology above  this critical supply 
voltage might also be  possible, provided carrier trans- 
port across  the Si-insulator interface, and trapping in the 
insulator itself,  are  reduced.)  We call that V, for which 
I,,,, is roughly independent of temperature V,,,,,. V,,,,, 
equals approximately 2 V in Fig. 3.  

We  have extended Eitan’s  work,  and plotted Vxoverver- 
sus Le for our n-channel devices in Fig. 4, from which 
one may infer  a power supply voltage of slightly less than 
2 V is required for  a  cryogenic CMOS technology de- 
signed so that hot-carrier effects (as manifested by sub- 
strate current IB) are no worse  at low T than at room T. 
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This  inference is accompanied by a  caution,  however, 
since  other criteria may be important when deter:nining 
the reliability of a technology allowing scaled tempmature 
and power supply.  In  particular, if one looks strictly at ZG 
and requires it to be  constant  as  a reliability constraint, 
then the power supply may be considerably higher than 2 
V for  a  cryogenic technology [6]. 

We note that  we were unable to  observe V,,,,, directly 
in our  p-channel  devices,  due to a minimum measurable 
Z, in our system of roughly 100 fA;  however,  extrapola- 
tion of our p-channel IBMAX versus T versus V, data is 
consistent with this 2-V design  requirement. 

We have shown the (V,,,,,, Le) data point from [15] 
alongside our own in Fig.  4. Eitan’s to, (250 A) is rcughly 
60 percent of ours, and his peak channel doping (4.6 X 

is roughly five times greater than that in  our  n-chan- 
ne1 devices. Both insulator thinning and increased doping 
would be expected to  cause field increases in a scaled de- 
vice;  one may infer,  then, that V,oxoveris weakly dependent 
on scaling to smaller geometries. A  stronger  dependence 
might be expected,  except  that  the  channel  current  travels 
deeper  in  a  scaled  device, and so does not experience the 
same magnitude of peak field [ 161. Thus, if reliability is 
a  concern, and if V,,,,, is an indication of susceptidity 
to-or protection from-hot-carrier effects, a  performance 
enhancement trade-off will need to be made between tem- 
perature scaling and geometry scaling. 

It should be noted that Lau et al. [17] demonstrate a 
phenomenon similar to V,,,,, in their  description of lB /ZD 
versus inverse pinchoff field: at  lower pinchoff field, 
ZB/ZD decreased  as T decreased.  However, it was not pos- 
sible  to determine the  peak ZB from  their  data; nor was 
any explanation of the phenomenon made. 

IV.  SIMULATION DETAILS 
Wolff [18] was the first to explore  the phenomenon of 

impact ionization in silicon. Concentrating on the high- 
field regime, he arrived at  a form for the ionization rate 

const 
a! - exp (-7) (1) 

Wolffs treatment  assumed zero temperature  and equilib- 
rium (constant) field. In addition, it was a global model 
for  the bulk semiconductor, and so did not address issues 
pertinent to MOSFET  operation, where knowledge of lo- 
cal fields, mobility, and ionization are  essential  for eA’ec- 
live simulation.  Finally,  the range of fields explored oc- 
curs only for  submicrometer  devices following constant- 
voltage scaling (e.g., Le = 0.7 pm at V, = 5 V). 

Chynoweth [ 191 followed similar assumptions as Wolff, 
but pursued lower fields more common in MOSFET’s. 
His expression for  the  ionization coefficient is 

a - exp (-T). const 

Note that the  substrate  current  is related to ZD by ZB - 
a! 1,. 

Shockley [ll] arrived at a result similar  to  [19], using 
physical arguments related to  the probability that a  carrier 
could be lucky enough to travel ballistically for many 
mean free paths without scattering-and have, at the end 
of travel, enough energy to break a Si-Si bond. 

Baraff [20] solved the Boltzmann equation numerically, 
and was able  to  demonstrate  the connection between the 
Wolff and Chynoweth-Shockley limits  for  the ionization 
rate,  over  the  full range of field. His assumptions also 
included zero temperature and equilibrium field. His 
treatment was numerical, and so obscures the mechanisms 
of the impact ionization process. 

It should be noted that none of the  above  four treat- 
ments allows for  the possibility of measurable ZB at low 
VD. Each assumes a  carrier begins its travel through the 
equilibrium field at the minimum of the band energy. So, 
if the total potential drop  drain-to-source is less than that 
needed to break  a Si-Si bond, each would predict zero 
substrate  current. 

Hu [21] was the first to apply Shockley’s LE model 
empirically to a  MOSFET configuration, and used it to 
explore gate current.  Subsequently, Tam, Hu, and their 
co-workers 1221 explained the observation of IB at low VD 
by showing the connection between the  LE model and the 
effective carrier temperature.  This  temperature  character- 
izes  the  carrier distribution in energy beyond the band 
minimum, assuming the  carrier  is in quasi-thermal equi- 
librium with the  lattice phonon background, and gives rise 
to  the  carrier  temperature T, defining an MB distribution 
of carrier energies beyond the  minimum. 

Ridley 1231 was the first to show the dominant impact 
ionization processes in  an analytical fashion, without ob- 
scuring the  physics.  The  four important physical mecha- 
nisms are depicted in  Fig.  5. Comparison of his analytical 
result with Baraffs numerical one  is  quite  favorable. 
Again, assumptions of zero  temperature and equilibrium 
field are implicit to his treatment. It should be noted that 
Ridley ascribes the dominant contribution to a! over  the 
entire range of  field to the processes involving lucky drift, 
Fig.  5(b) and (d). 

Wada et al. [24] applied the Chynoweth formula to the 
local fields in a  MOSFET (as opposed to the global treat- 
ments of the previous researchers).  However,  since they 
did not allow the possibility of Z, for VD less  than  the 
ionization threshold,  the observation of Tam et al. [22] 
would not be predicted with this model. The temperature 
dependence of ZB was not investigated. 

Chan and Thurgate  [25],  [26] were the first to use 
Schockley’s LE model (in a  sense,  a ballistic formulation 
of Chynoweth’s  equation  (2), above) in  a 2-D simulator 
to describe IS. They attempted to use this formulation to 
compensate for the true nonequilibrium field found in a 
MOSFET. Instead of calculating an ionization coefficient 
applied strictly at each point in the  device as in  [24], they 
followed a carrier’s path in the MOSFET and calculated 
the chance of ionization at each point along the path- 
albeit according to an equation similar  to (2). The total 
ionization thus became  a function of contributions from 
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Fig. 5. Schematic of impact ionization processes after Ridley [20]. (a) Pure 
lucky ballistic. Carriers suffer no scattering in attaining  the ionization 
threshold. (b) Pure lucky drift.  The  jagged path represents scattering to 
other  states in E-k space,  but off the  ballistic  or unscattered path parallel 
to the field. Thus, momentum may relax,  but  not  energy.  The momentum 
relaxation time is much less than the  energy relaxation time.  (c) Lucky- 
ballistic motion from 2kBT,, the  average energy after  the  carrier is “ther- 
malized”:  after  the camer reaches a steady energy state  between field 
gain and phonon loss. (d) Lucky drift  from  the  thermalized  average. 

many carriers, each followed from  a  starting  point,  and 
monitored for  its  probability  for  ionization  downstream. 
Equation (2) was essentially  transformed  into  the  form 
exp (-x/ X), where h is  the mean free  path,  as  detailed 
below.  However,  one  can  see V,,,,, would not be pre- 
dicted with this  sort of a  formulation:  since h is propor- 
tional to  mobility,  and  since mobility increases monoton- 

ically as  temperature  decreases,  one would only expect IB 
to  increase  for  a Shockley LE  formulation  alone. Also, 
their model specifically excluded  the possibility of Is if 
V, was less than the ionization threshold. 

Werner et al. [27] applied  a more sophisticated version 
of the Shockley model to MQSFET’s,  in  particular LDD 
devices.  The mean free  path, in particular, was enhanced, 
along the  lines of [28].  Again,  however, the dependence 
on A would preclude  the  observation of V,,,,, with this 
model; and, Is was again strictly cut off for VD less than 
the ionization threshold. 

Fukuma  and Uebbing [29] added momentum and en- 
ergy conservation  equations  to  the  semiconductor equa- 
tions, along with formulations of the momentum and en- 
ergy relaxation times, to complete  a  2-D  MOSFET 
simulator that could predict velocity overshoot (i.e., 
nonequilibrium) effects without reliance on a  Monte  Carlo 
method. They did not specifically look  at  substrate cur- 
rent, but did explore the average energy distribution above 
the band energy minimum. 

Using CADDET  [30],  we  have implemented our model 
as follows.  We proceed from [26] by allowing  carrier 
energies beyond the band minimum.  The  full  rate  equa- 
tion is 

The pre-factor comes from [ 1 11 and is discussed in [26], 
and  is  the probability that impact ionization is the next 
inelastic collision. p is the  index  over current paths: 
CADDET breaks the  channel  current  into roughly 200 
equal-current paths after  solving  the  appropriate semicon- 
ductor equations and assigns field, potential, and mobility 
values to  each point along each path. ID ,p /A  is the colli- 
sion rate per unit length along p .  The  double  sum adds up 
the impact ionization probability between all initial points 
xip and final points xjp along the path p ;  the second sum 
has j p  = ip + 1 as  a  lower  limit  to avoid double  counting. 
Np is the number of discrete grid points along p .  Axip rep- 
resents the  current  packet  in  the vicinity of xip, which we 
follow downstream in  exploring its ionization probability. 
The first exponential  is just Shockley’s LE probability. 

This implementation follows carriers only downstream, 
and so does not immediately allow calculation of the local 
ionization rate  at any point.  However,  this rate may be 
calculated easily by fixing j p ,  then doing a backward sum 
along the  path p over  the  index ip. 

The integral is  the MB extension of the LE model and 
represents the probability that  a  carrier with energy be- 
yond the band minimum contributes to impact ionization. 
The  lower  limit  is  the  ionization  threshold. qV,jp-xip is the 
energy gained  from  the field between xip and xjp. Eg is  the 
ionization energy. Only carriers with E > Eg - qVxjp-xip 
may contribute  to  impact  ionization.  The  lower  limit Eg 
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TABLE I 
TEMPERATURE-INDEPENDENT MODEL PARAMETERS 

Parameter holes elcctrons 

Mobility Y (F) 3.34 x 10-5 1.23 Y 

P 1.00 
YO (.$I 500 

I B  x 0 (.A) 51.5 

1 23 
530 
133 

0.22 
0.OG3 0.1lG3 

0 "2 E,,, (eV) 
E,, (eV) 

- qF'qp-xi, must be non-negative, indicating the carriers 
lie at or above  the band minimum.  The integral has a sim- 
ple analytic form that  speeds  computation. 

The  upper  limit of E,,, truncates the MB distributicn  at 
a value between three  and  four times the  optical  phcnon 
energy (equilibrium between carrier energy and  the  c~pti- 
cal phonon gas  gives rise to  the  carrier  temperature T,). 
The physical basis  for E,,, is discussed later. 

T, is the mean carrier  temperature  that defines the MB 
distribution according  to [31] 

Eli is the field along the current path. u, is the velocity of 
longitudinal sound in the  semiconductor.  We note that (4) 
uses the  full mobility rather than  the low-field mobiliq. in 
calculating T,. This is a  departure from [3 11, where the 
calculation assumes longitudinal acoustic-not optical- 
phonon scattering in  establishing  the  carrier's energy 
steady state between field gain and phonon loss. Haw- 
ever,  the use of the full mobility allows T, to approach a 
constant value  in  the high-field limit,  as  one  expects.  The 
model for p is  crucial  to the energy distribution.  It is 
treated in detail in  the  Appendix. 

The normalization condition on the MB distribution is 

1 = A iom E exp (- 6- dE. 

The carrier must be at  or beyond the band minimurn. 
Thus, A = l /(kT,)*.  

The  bulk scattering mean free  path used in the LE par- 
tion of (3) is given by [20] 

As in [26],  the  total mean free  path is also dependent on 
the  surface reduction factor h 

h = 1 - 0.46 exp (-y/yo). ( 7  

Noting that yo = 500 A, the total mean free path is then 

h = hhB. (8) 

As shown in  Table I, our  values  for X. agree closely with 
those of Tam et al. (106 A) [28] and Ning et al. (105 A) 
[32] for  electrons, and with that of Crowell and Sze (55 
A) [33] for  holes. 

We interpret the  full  rate  equation (3) as  follows:  the 

t 

I t 

xi 
X 

' P  

DISTANCE 

Fig. 6 .  Schematic of the  impact  ionization  model. qVx,,,-x,p is  the energy 
acquired in traversing a path xj, - .xi,, as defined in (1) .  P ( E )  is the MB 
distribution,  determined  from the  field,  mobility,  and  temperature  at xzp. 
Only  the cross-hatched portion of the MB distribution  contributes  to im- 
pact  ionization:  carriers with E < Es - qV,,-, have not reached the 
ionization threshold;  carriers with E > E,,, are  either already in the  drain 
when they  impact  ionize, or have  low probability of their next collision 
at x/, being  and  impact-ionizing one. 

channel carriers are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium 
with the  lattice phonons at  every point along each current 
path p .  Phonon emission is  the dominant means assumed 
for carriers with high energy (obtained from the field) to 
equilibrate with the  lattice; this gives rise to the parameter 
T,, which describes  the  full  carrier distribution function. 

This MB distribution function  is then propagated un- 
scattered along  the path p ,  from the point xip (see Fig. 6.) 
An implicit assumption is that X is not a function of en- 
ergy so that  the MB distribution moves undistorted along 
the path: in other  words,  the  carriers travel ballistically. 
X is also assumed to be independent of the  electric field, 
except as indirectly manifested through the  factor h in (7). 

Thus,  the model employs the process of  Fig.  5(c), 
though in greater  detail  since  all  carrier energies are con- 
sidered, not just the  average  energy.  The  carriers  are un- 
affected by their previous history-by what happened to 
them upstream of  xjp-except insofar  as this history gives 
rise to their equilibrium distribution beyond the band min- 
imum. The  generation of Z, occurs  due  to downstream 
ballistic propagation of this equilibrium MB distribution. 

V. MEASUREMENTS AND MODEL COMPARISON 
Previously,  a  local LE model was used successfully to 

predict IB [26],  as well as other  NMOS effects [27]. One 
drawback was an inability to predict the observation of 
V,,,,, (see Fig. 3), or 1, at low V,. To describe both the 
Z, versus VG and ZBMAX versus T curves,  our model re- 
quires knowledge of only two  parameters  for  each  device 
( ho and E,,,) to  cover  the  entire range of VG, V,, Le, and 
T. The physical basis for ho has been discussed  above, 
while that of E,,, follows shortly. 

Figs. 7-1 1 show comparisons between CADDET  sim- 
ulations using the model and our devices for  a few of the 
temperatures and channel  lengths measured. These re- 
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Fig.  7.  Substrate current versus  gate  voltage  for  25/25  n  device  at T = 299 Fig. 10. Substrate  current  versus  gate voltage for 25125 p device  at T = 

K. Simulation  results shown by *e*.  294 K. Simulation results shown by ***. 
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Fig. 8. Substrate  current versus gate  voltage  for 25/3 n  device  at T = 77 Fig. 11. Substrate current versus gate voltage for  25/2 p device  at T = 77 
K. Le = 2.15  gm.  Simulation  results shown by ***. K. Le = I .  17 wm. Simulation results shown by ***. 
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Fig. 9. Substrate  current versus gate  voltage  for 2511.75 n  device  at T = 
77 K. Le = 0.85  pm.  Simulation  results shown by ***. High-V, points 
unavailable  due  to  CADDET  convergence problem in standard MOSFET 
solution. 

sults-at the  longest  and  shortest Le, at  the highest (300 
K) and lowest (77 K) temperatures, for both  device 
types-give an  excellent  description of the model's per- 
formance.  In  particular, Vxoveris well predicted (see Fig. 
4). 

Fig. 7 shows the comparison for  a long n-channel de- 
vice at room temperature.  The model performs well for 
these  conditions,  but  does show the beginnings of un- 
derprediction for ZB as the  device goes out of saturation 
for any particular VD. Fig. 8 shows the liquid-nitrogen 
characteristic for  a  device of intermediate  channel  length. 
Here, while the value of V, at Z,,,, is well-predicted, 
and while 1, is very accurately given for V, = 3 V, we 
see some significant underprediction of ZB at the highest 
and lowest V,. Again, Is is also underpredicted as the 
device  goes  out of saturation. As the fields for a given V, 
are increased by going to a  submicrometer Le device 
(Fig. 9), we  see  these trends continue. Somewhat simi- 
lar behavior holds for  the p-channel devices (Figs. 10 
and 11).  We note that  some of the mismatch in the 
p-channel devices was due  to  CADDET's difficulties in 
predicting the  I-V  curve  correctly.  This may be attrib- 
uted to  CADDET's use of pure Boltzmann statistics, 
which assumes complete ionization of impurities.  The 
PMOSFET's had a compensating implant in the  device 
channel,  so  that  incomplete  ionization occurs at low tem- 
peratures, which cannot  be modeled by CADDET.  The 
reasons for  the  model's underpredictions are discussed in 
the next section. 
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Fig. 12. How V,,,,, is predicted by an energy distribution.  The  probabil- 
ity curves are normalized for unity area. Dashed lines are for 77 K; solid 
lines are  for 300 K. E,,, = 0.22 eV is shown. (a) 6 = lo5 Vicm. (b) I :  
= lo3 V/cm. See text for  discussion. 

Fig.  12 demonstrates how the MB distribution can ex- 
plain the observed V,,,,,. In  Fig.  12(a),  the MB distribu-. 
tion for  a field  of lo5 V/cm is compared for T = 77 anc 
300 K. As expected, the peak moves closer to the band 
energy minimum at lower  temperatures.  However, at both 
temperatures, significant portions of this normalized curve 
lie at or just below .Ecut, so that the T dependence  is not 
immediately clear. If we consider,  though, that “high 
field” also means high V,, with plenty of ionizing poten- 
tial  available in the channel over short path lengths xj, - 
xip,  it becomes apparent that most of the carriers below 
E,,, will participate in impact ionization.  Thus, E, - 
qV,,p-,i, will approach the  origin. With this additional ca- 
veat, it can be seen that  the area of the  curve  for 77 K up 
to E,,, is significantly greater than for 300 K, indicating 
ZB will be greater, as weI1-even apart from the increase 
in X. 

This may be seen by taking the expression for T,, (4) 
in the limit pC >> us,  and putting this limiting form back 
into the MB distribution  exponential. If we show only the 
temperature-dependent variables,  this  procedure yields 

Even if the  temperature  change of p in the high-field is 
not as rapid as T - l ,  the combined temperature depen- 

dence of this term with the LE term will be enough to 
insure that, as T decreases,  the impact ionization current 
will increase. 

The second set of curves  Fig. 12(b) demonstrates the 
situation for  small V,. Here,  (at lo3 V/cm,  just  to  illus- 
trate the limit) carriers hot enough  to  contribute  to impact 
ionization lie only in  the  tail of the MB distribution.  Com- 
bined with the  fact  that  the  available potential is  low, so 
that only hot carriers near Ecut will ever meet the ioniza- 
tion threshold condition, we see  the  area under the tail 
decreases as T decreases.  Thus,  we  have  the prediction of 
V,,,,,, just  as is measured experimentally. 

This may be seen as well by looking at the expression 
for T, in the  limit p E  << u,. This  limit  yields 

E 
const T{ 1 + const p’} 

- exp (- 
Here, Tis the dominant term, even more so than the tanh 
term for h, so that  as T decreases, IB will also decrease. 

Any model must explain  the  feature alluded to by Eitan 
et aZ. [ 151 (who used an ionization threshold of 1 .5Eg), 
and proven by Tam et aZ. 1221; that is, measurable I B  for 
V, less than the ionization potential EJq. Because we 
augment the LE model with a MB distribution of carrier 
energies, we deal directly with the quasi-thermal equilib- 
rium approach outlined in [22].  However, because we cut 
off the MB distribution sharply at E,,, = 0.22  eV, one 
would predict, with our  model,  that ZB would go to zero 
for V, < (Eg - E,,J/q. Extrapolating for V, < 0.9 V in 
[38, Fig. 21,  we expect this prediction to be incorrect. 
One might propose another probability term in the 1, rate 
equation following the Fermi-Dirac form 

which would allow for  both continuous measurements of 
Is below (E, - Ecut)/q, and  the decreasing slope of log 
(ZBMAX/ID) versus T for  decreasing V, (see Fig. 3 ) .  We 
are exploring ways of allowing 1, at qVD < Eg - Ecuf, 
while maintaining the model’s computational compact- 
ness. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

During the initial phase of comparing  our model with 
the MB distribution to  our  measurements, it became clear 
that including the  full  area  under  the MB distribution all 
the way to infinity (letting the  upper  limit in the second 
integral of ( 3 )  go to a) over-predicted the observed I,. 
We speculated that other inelastic scattering mechanisms, 
apart from impact ionization, became important for  the 
carriers with highest energy.  In  particular, we suspected 
that the h for  the  carriers  in  the LE expression was not 
energy independent, but grew large as the  carrier energy 
grew beyond the band minimum.  Thus,  we relaxed the 
normalization condition in ( 5 )  and,  in effect, truncated the 
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MB distribution at a  value E,,,. E,,, = 0.22 eV proved to 
be the best value for both n- and p-channel devices. 

This speculation saw some qualitative verification in  the 
work of Mahan [34], who solved  the Boltzmann equation 
in a novel fashion  for  optical  phonon scattering (the  dom- 
inant scattering mechanism related to  impact  ionization), 
taking into account upstream effects and nonequilibrium 
field on  the  carrier energy distribution.  It was shown that, 
in  the high-field region of a hdOSFET ( - lo5 V/cm), 
many of the  carriers had energy far in  excess of that  pre- 
dicted by a T, characterizing  an  equilibrium MB distri- 
bution. In effect, the  highest  energy  carriers upstream of 
this decidedly non-Boltzmann distribution  had  a much 
longer effective mean free  path, when combined with the 
high field. This  indicated  our assumptions of field- and 
energy-independence for our LE mean free path were in- 
correct,  justifying E,,, at  least  qualitatively.  In  addition, 
such field and  energy  dependences  for h could mean the 
carriers  at  the  highest  energies physically reach the drain 
without scattering, so that impact ionized  carriers would 
not be detected in the  substrate. 

Ridley [23] also addressed  the issue of E,,,, in a more 
quantitative sense.  He  suggested, somewhat arbitrarily but 
with the relation of momentum relaxation  time  to  energy 
relaxation time  in  mind,  that Ecut < 3qhl is the bound for 
considering whether carriers in the high field regime ther- 
malize and  participate  in  impact  ionization. The factor of 
three is not critical  and can vary between 2 and 4 without 
great departure  from  the result of Baraff. Thus,  for  a field 
of roughly lo5 V/cm, we get a value for E,,, of between 
0.2 and 0.4  eV, according  to  this  reasoning. 

Ridley has stated that  “lucky-drift”  processes (see Fig. 
5(b)  and (d)) are  the most probable  for impact ionization. 
This statement runs counter  to  our  formulation, relying 
on  the process of Fig.  5(c), which  compares so well to 
experiment. The probable resolution to the  contradiction, 
at least in the context of  Ridley’s  work, is that a fixed E,,, 
targeted to give  the best results at  moderate fields (around 
V, = 3 V), will under-predict 1, at high field where E,,, 
should increase  well  above 0.22  eV. It should also un- 
derpredict at low field where pure lucky drift  is dominant 
and the concepts of T, and quasi-thermal equilibrium  are 
valid, so that the full  distribution to E = co should be 
included. 

It  is  clear that some  gaps  still  exist  in  a  complete phys- 
ical understanding of substrate  current generation in 
MOSFET’s  due  to  impact  ionization.  First, regarding un- 
derprediction of IB at high V ,  and low V,  (see  Fig. 8,  for 
instance),  an MB distribution of energies may not be the 
correct  one  to  use 1341. However, abandoning the MB 
distribution would make the simulation task more diffi- 
cult,  as  Monte  Carlo  techniques 1351, novel but intricate 
Boltzmann equation  solutions [34], or more careful con- 
siderations of upstream effects 1361 become necessary to 
establish the energy  distribution. 

Second, low predictions for IBMAX at the highest V, 
could be the result of using a fixed E,,, when a field-de- 
pendent value is more  appropriate,  in  Ridley’s  vernacu- 

lar;  the neglect of additional scattering mechanisms for 
carriers with energy greater  than  the ionization threshold 
[27], [28]; neglect of the  carrier’s history along the cur- 
rent path [36]; or  the  onset of significant avalanche,  re- 
quiring treatment  of both carrier  types. 

Third, underprediction of 1, at lower V,, or in the lower 
field region (111 in  Fig. 2) of the  substrate  current char- 
acteristic where VD approaches V,, is probably again the 
result of a fixed E,,,. Inclusion of the full MB distribution 
(letting E,,, go to 03) would not only increase Z, in this 
field region,  but also allow prediction of 1, at values of 
4vD less  than E, - E,,,, which is  a demonstrated experi- 
mental result. 

Hansch [36] has arrived at an  expression  that takes into 
account finite-temperature nonequilibrium fields and the 
need to look at upstream as well as downstream processes 
in determining the  full  ionization  rate.  His  derivation, 
along the  lines of Keldysh [37] ,  arrives at an expression 
which has both a LE term as well as  a  term similar to our 
MB distribution term 

The denominator has been shown  to  be identical to the Te 
form in (3) [28]. The  factor S is field dependent and takes 
into account upstream as well  as downstream considera- 
tions; near fields of lo5 V/cm, S is constant and near unity. 
For low fields, S varies so that T, - T; for  the highest 
fields, S decreases, producing an effect similar to Ridley’s 
cutoff. 

Finally,  we  have asserted that dc  device degradation 
under stress will be proportional to I,  at low T as well as 
300 K. Despite  some  temperature studies of hot-carrier 
degradation [38], this has not been demonstrated experi- 
mentally. As stated above, verification of this assertion 
will depend on  the  temperature  dependence of interfacial 
charge  transport,  and  insulator  trapping. Direct measure- 
ments of gate  current and threshold voltage shifts  are un- 
derway to investigate  these effects. 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS 
We have characterized the  substrate  current in a CMOS 

technology over  a wide range of channel lengths and bias 
voltages. The characterization has demonstrated a possi- 
ble limit on power supply voltages, inferred from the re- 
lationship between 1, and device  degradation. It has  done 
so by detailing the dependence of the peak substrate cur- 
rent on  the  drain and gate  voltage, channel length, and 
temperature. 

A physical model to explain the experimental observa- 
tions has been developed based on the notion that  carriers 
can have  energies significantly beyond their band minima 
due to equilibrium between carrier  kinetic energy and lat- 
tice  phonons. The model has been implemented in the 
2-D device  simulator  CADDET.  The model requires a 
knowledge of only two  parameters  for each device  type 
to describe  the observed I,, both of which are shnwn to 
have  a physical basis (&, in the  sense of Baraff [2tr’i, and 
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E,,, in the  sense of Ridley 1231). Furthermore, because the 
model is based on a local knowledge of channel fields, 
voltages, and current densities, it is expected to be equally 
applicable to other technologies (e.g., LDD  and/or E/D 
NMOS). The  close agreement between model and exper- 
iment indicates that design and realization of a reliable 
scaled low-temperature  CMOS technology should not be 
hindered by an inordinately low power supply voltage. 

APPENDIX 
MOBILITY MODEL 

As shown in (41, the mobility is crucial in determining 
the equilibrium energy distribution of the channel car- 
riers.  Thus, it is important  from  the standpoint of com- 
pleteness that  the  full temperature-dependent mobility 
model be detailed.  This  model, implemented in 
CADDET,  has been particularly successful in predicting 
ZD-VD characteristics in our CMOS devices over  the full 
ranges of T, Le, V,, and V, explored during our subtdrate 
current characterization. 

The mobility is given  by 

I* = f rg  * h * Pol 311 
where 

accounts for  the low-field bulk mobility and its tempera- 
ture and doping dependences [39], and NT = NA + N,, is 
the total doping. g is the vertical field reduction factor 
after [40] and is temperature-independent [2] 

g = (1 + yE,)-”2. v i31  

E, is the field component perpendicular to the quasi-Fermi 
level gradient.  The y used by  [40] has been updated to 
include the  yo of [39] (see Table I). 

h is  the  same  factor  for  surface roughness reduction as 
in [26]; and X thus have the same  surface roughness 
dependence,  as  one might expect. 

The  lateral field reduction [39] yields a final mobili1.y 
of 

where Vq5 is the quasi-Fermi level gradient. E;L is thus field, 
position, and temperature  dependent. 

The  temperature  dependence  for saturation velocity is 
given by [41] 

-2.25 -1.6 

pmax,n  = 1430 (E) (‘) G, cm2 
T <  l lOK 

(‘47) 
a result derived from the experiments of [42] and the the- 
ory of [43]. A similar expression for holes comes from 
comparisons of experiment [41] and theory [44] as well 

The temperature dependence of pmin (heavy-doping 
limit) comes from [I]  and 1451; the T,,,, value is from 
W I ,   W I :  

-0.45 -0.15 

p m i n , n  = 80 E) (’) 2 

cm2 
T < 200 K 

(‘412) 

The temperature dependence of (x and Nre, is taken from 
fitting (A2)  to  the theoretical expressions of [47] 

N,, = 1.12 X 1017 cm-3 (n-type  Si)  (A13) 

N,, = 2.23 x 1017 cm-3 (p-type Si) (A14) 

0.065 

a = 0.72 (&) . 

No difference is assumed between holes and electrons for 
(x. Nref has a different T = 300 K value for n-type and 
p-type Si, based on [42], [46]. 

Table I summarizes the values of temperature-indepen- 
dent parameters. 
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